In order to improve industrial robotic smooth and steady property, reduce vibration and impact and avoid fluctuation in motion, a new method for the robot trajectory planning based on interpolation with cosine function transition in joint space was proposed. The three common trajectory planning methods in the joint space, including interpolation using cubic polynomial, interpolation using quintic polynomial and interpolation with parabola transition, and the method based on interpolation with cosine function transition were compared and analyzed in terms of joint positions, joint velocity and joint acceleration. There are many characteristics of the method based on interpolation with cosine function transition through the comparison and analysis. The characteristics include smooth position curve of joint, no fluctuation the lower joint maximum velocity and implement easily, good motion performance and no acceleration in some motion process and then the wear of robot joint parts can be reduced. The conclusion was obtained that the new method has a good comprehensive function finally.
INTRODUCTION
With the development of industry, the demands for robotic steady and smooth and accuracy in motion are improved increasingly. In order to enhance robot's _____________________ Suoxian Yuan, Ruifeng Huang, Fuming Yu, Hehua Niu, Mechanical Engineering and Automation of Northeastern University, Liaoning, China, 110819 characteristic mentioned above, the study on robot trajectory planning should be done deeply. Trajectory planning of robot consists of trajectory planning in Cartesian space and joint space [2] . The research on robot trajectory planning in joint space was done in this paper. Recently, there are many kinds of robot trajectory planning including interpolation using cubic polynomial, interpolation using high order transition, interpolation with parabola transition and so on [1, [4] [5] [6] [7] . However, the methods for trajectory planning mentioned above have drawbacks. For example, the maximum velocity of interpolation using cubic polynomial and high order polynomial is even bigger than others and the acceleration curve of interpolation with parabola transition is discontinuous. The shortcomings are not good for robot in motion. A novel method for the robot trajectory planning based on interpolation with cosine function transition in joint space was proposed.
CREATEINTERPOLATIONWITHCOSINEFUNCTION TRANSITION
A good trajectory planning can make robot steady and smooth in motion. According to the paper [3] , the interpolation with parabola transition is the most popular trajectory planning.
The function of interpolation with parabola transition is shown as equation (1).
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The initial conditions are given as follows:
The values of unknowns in equation (1) are shown as follows:
Therefore, the function express of equation (1) can be obtained and joint position curve, joint velocity curve and joint acceleration curve based on interpolation with parabola transition as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 respectively. Figure 1 shows that joint position curve is smooth and trapezoid velocity curve consists of three linear sections including acceleration, uniform speed and slowdown. Figure 2 shows that joint acceleration curve consists of three linear sections and each section is constant. Therefore, the interpolation with parabola transition has a good performance and implement easily in motion.
The interpolation with parabola transition has a good performance in motion, but it has a fatal weakness that the acceleration curve is discontinuous. The situation that acceleration curve is discontinuous will make robot vibrate and impact in motion. In order to overcome the shortcoming, a novel method for the robot trajectory planning based on interpolation with cosine function transition in joint space was proposed. The interpolation with cosine function transition is shown as equation (2) . Therefore, the function express of equation (2) can be obtained and joint position curve, joint velocity curve and joint acceleration curve based on interpolation with cosine function transition as shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 respectively. Figure 3 shows that joint position curve is smooth and velocity curve being similar to trapezoid consists of three sections including acceleration, uniform speed and slowdown. The joint velocity is easy to implement. Figure 4 shows the most significant difference between interpolation with cosine transition and interpolation with parabola transition is that the acceleration curve of latter is continuous.
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COMPARE AND ANALYZE INTERPOLA TION WITH COSINE FUNCTION TRANSITION WITH THREE COMMON TRAJECTORY PLANNING METHODS
In order to identify that interpolation with cosine function transition has a superior property in motion, joint position curve, joint velocity curve and joint acceleration curve of four methods mentioned above were compared and analyzed respectively under the same initial conditions. The cubic polynomial function is shown as equation (3).
The quintic polynomial function is shown as equation (4). 
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The interpolation with parabola transition and interpolation with cosine function transition as shown in equation (1) and equation (2) respectively.
The mutual initial conditions of four trajectory planning methods are shown as follows:
The values of unknowns in equation (3) are shown as follows:
The other three trajectory planning methods except for interpolation using cubic polynomial need some additional initial conditions.
The additional initial conditions of the interpolation with cosine function transition and interpolation with parabola transition are given above and the values of unknowns in equation (1) and equation (2) are shown above.
The additional initial conditions of interpolation with quintic polynomial are shown as follows:
The values of unknowns in equation (4) are shown as follows:
The joint position function express of four trajectory planning methods can be obtained through calculations and then the joint velocity express and joint acceleration express can be obtained. The joint position curve, joint velocity curve and joint acceleration curve as shown in Figure 5 , Figure 6 and Figure 7 respectively. Figure 5 shows that the joint position curve of each trajectory planning method is steady and smooth and robot has no vibration and fluctuation in motion.
Some information can be obtained from Figure 6 . (1)The velocity curve of interpolation with parabola transition and interpolation with cosine function transition consists three sections including acceleration, uniform speed and slowdown and easier to implement than others.
(2) The maximum velocity of interpolation with cosine function transition is the minimum in four trajectory planning methods. The maximum velocity is significant for robot. The bigger the maximum velocity, the greater the momentum when robot has a constant mass. Big velocity means an accident when robot stops urgently. In order to reduce the momentum, the trajectory planning method with the smaller maximum velocity will be selected [6] . Some information can be obtained from Figure 7 .
(1) The value of the joint acceleration is zero in a period of time with methods of interpolation with cosine function transition and interpolation with parabola transition. The wear of robotic joint parts can be reduced in this situation.
(2) The acceleration curves of other three trajectory planning methods are continuous except for interpolation with parabola transition. The continuous acceleration can avoid impact in motion for robot.
CONCLUTIONS
Some conclusions can be obtained through comparison and analyzation of interpolation with cosine function transition and three common trajectory planning methods as follows:
(1) Joint position curve of interpolation with cosine function transition is steady and smooth. There is no fluctuation in motion.
(2) Joint velocity curve of interpolation with cosine function transition consists of three sections including acceleration, uniform speed and slowdown. The joint velocity is easy to implement.
(3) The maximum velocity of interpolation with cosine function transition is the minimum than other three trajectory planning methods. There is a good performance in motion.
(4) The joint acceleration curve of interpolation with cosine function transition is continuous. There is no vibration and impact in motion.
Therefore, interpolation with cosine function transition is a novel trajectory planning method in joint space for robot.
